Abstract
Introduction

1.
It is a widely held view in systemic functional linguistics that language expresses three basic functions/meanings (experiential, interpersonal and textual) and those meanings are influenced by the situational, cultural and ideological contexts in which they are exchanged (Halliday, 1985a , Fowler, 1986 Eggins, 1994 Eggins, /2004 Halliday & Matthiessen 2004) . This means that the interpersonal relationship between the speaker/narrator and the speech subject will influence his/her rendering of the experience/perception of the latter, as will his/her belief about the spoken about. The fact is one does not use language in the same way to talk to/about one's friends as to do so about one's enemies. As such, the analysis of a speaker's/narrator's discourse tenor will reveal information as to whether the speaker and the spoken about are close friends, distant acquaintances or poles-apart antagonists.
This article aims at showing the impact of ideology on authority/modality in the delineation of the two major groups of characters in Ng g 's Devil on the Cross (1982) . As it has become a widely accepted principle in systemic functional linguistics that a linguistics-oriented analysis of discourse, including literature, is both an act of description and interpretation (Jakobson, 1960; Pearce, 1977; Halliday, 1985a; Hill, 1987; Brumfit & Carter,1991, etc) , the methodology used here will involve the identification and analysis of relevant linguistic structures and features as related to characterisation with a view to revealing their different meanings, then the interpretation(s) of those meanings, drawing on context (situational, cultural and ideological), for a better appreciation of them. As Halliday, in his preface to Cummings & Simmons (1983) '' (p x) . This implies the combination of both a quantitative/descriptive method and a qualitative/interpretative one.
, puts it, ''the more immediate goal [of a linguistc-stylistic inquiry] is to show how and why a text means what it does
Drawing on that approach, the paper identifies and analyses the narratorial modality in about 30 characterisation passages to reveal how the main narrator and the minor ones resort to different modal choices to express their distance/proximity and confidence/hesitancy about the characters depicted. Though some items are explicitly derogatorily used (e.g.: capitalism=robbery/theft/loyalism; capitalists=robbers/thieves/parasites/loyalists; proletarians=patriots/ producers), the analysis goes beyond the explicit to point out the implicit impact of modality/authority on the two ideological lines drawn in the novel. Before the analysis (3.1 & 3.2) and the interpretation resulting from it (3.3), the conceptual/theoretical framework is briefly reviewed (section 2).
Theoretical Underpinning 2.
The term "characterisation" is used in linguistics and literature to refer to the conception and presentation of characters/personages in a literary work. In other words, it refers to the linguistic construction of fictitious people, their This is how the narrator introduces the members of the G-7 at the time (US, Japan, Germany, UK, France, Italy, and Canada.) In the description above, the sitting position, the height of the seat and the size of the hat worn by the American delegate are all indicative of the centrality and paramouncy of his country in both the G-7 and the capitalist system. This paramouncy is also signalled by the use of two comparatives of superiority (a little higher, a little larger) to show the relative power of the US over the others. In addition the currency of each member country has been used to mark its delegate's identity. The modal activity is signalled by 07 similes, 03 of which liken a white man to "a pig'", or "a hog" or 'a burnt or scalded black man." The other 04 create these associations "hats=crowns", "hat tops=horns," "delegate's badges=scout badges," and "badges=advertisements". There is 01 nominalised simile, the noun phrase "the colour of a moleskin", which can be rephrased into "as brown as a moleskin," likens the white man's hair colour to a "moleskin's". Finally there is 01 estranger "as if", which shows not only the externality of the observer but also the speculative/uncertain nature of the observation. The number "7", i.e., the number of horns on each delegate's hat, is very significant here not only for it represents the number of countries within the G-7 at that time, but it also creates a parallel between this Group and the Devil as depicted below: (pp.13-14) As can be seen in the first paragraph of the quote, the Devil's hat has 7 horns, just like those of the delegates, his skin is likened to that of a pig, just like the delegates', and his belly compares well with that of most of the competitors or robbers, as will be discussed shortly. Moreover, the Devil is dressed in silk suit, like most of the competitors/robbers, and the European judge, who has tried Wangari, a female character, for vagrancy, is described in terms similar to those of the Devil and the delegates (the pig-skin imagery, the lizard-like nose): (4) "The judge was a European, with a skin that was red like a pig's. His nose was peeling, like a lizard's body. He wore glasses with big arms " (p.43) . All these similarities do lead to the impression that the Devil in question is the embodiment or personification of capitalism or imperialism represented by the G-7 (the Group of the Seven most Industrialised countries in the world at the time the story was written; with the admission of Russia into the Group in 1997, it became the G-8.) Overall, the following equation can be established: Capitalism=G-7= Devil=Robbery=Theft. The second paragraph of quote (3) clearly depicts the double guises under which this system of robbery functions: murderer-empathiser/murder-pity, thief-donor/theft-charity, inscivious-pure, robber-policeman, etc. The crucifixion of the Devil by men in rags is synonymous with the destruction of capitalism or colonialism by Kenyan peasants, workers and Mau Mau militants and its resurrection three days later by the suit-wearing men becomes the rebirth of colonialism, that is, neo-colonialism, by the country's political and economic elite. This gives the idea of ideological cyclicality which calls for revolutionary rebirth, as the resurrection of the Devil is responded with by the return "to the forests and to the mountains" (p. In this quote, as is traditionally painted in European literature, God, Christ, Mary, God's Angels, and Europeans are white, pure and positive while the Devil, its Angels and Africans are black, impure or bad and negative. But in the heroine's nightmare, the Devil is as white as a European, is crucified by black people in rags and resurrected by other black people in suits and ties. This means that the Kenyans elite are almost entirely responsible for the rebirth of colonialism in the country. The modal activity here includes 03 similes (like, like, like) and 01 comparative of equality (as white as).
The characterisation of the Kenyan capitalists/robbers/thieves has the same modal characteristics as the one of the Devil and its representatives. This is the physical description of the first competitor or robber: The narratorial modality here is expressed through 03 similes (eyes like two electric tubes; arms like a soldier standing to attention, arms like a man in defiant mood); and 02 estrangers (as if, as if…).The next robber to compete, a lukewarm court clerk during the emergency, son of a loyalist become a big landowner and a billionaire, Gitutu wa Gataanguru by his traditional name and Rottenborough Groundflesh Shitland Narrow Islamus Joint Stock Brown by his European/Christian name, is described as follows: A look at the European name, with morphemes like "shitland", "groundflesh", and "rottenborough", is enough to grasp the denotation of distastefulness it conveys. The physical description, with phrases such as "belly touching the ground", "belly that protruded so far", "belly had absorbed his limbs", " no visible neck", "head shrunk to the size of a fist" , gives the picture of a man reduced to his belly as all other parts of his body are over dominated by that one. The narratorial modality here is signalled by 02 double modalisers "seemed as if, looked as if", 02 metaphors "arms and legs= short stumps; head = fist" and 01 simile "like a person carrying a heavy load". These modal locutions, just like the others identified earlier and to be identified later, give the impression of a subjective observer watching and interpreting the character's actions speculatively from outside. The narratorial comment after the character's performance is also modalised with an estranger "as if", as can be seen in (8) The use of modality is similar here again: there are 03 similes (mouth… like the beak of the kingstock; he looked like a 6-feet praying mantis; he looked like a mosquito), and 01 metaphor (head= a cone). As it appears, there is a resort to animal imagery (beak of a king-stork, praying mantis, mosquito) in the painting of this character. The kingstock is a very tall long-legged bird with a heavy bill; known for its rigid stance and as a tyrant flycatcher; the mantis is a slender predatory insect waiting motionless for prey with its forelegs folded like hands in prayer; and a mosquito is known for bloodsucking and causing diseases. Similarly, the description of Nditika wa Nguunji, a former loyalist, become a wheelerdealer and insider-dealer, conveys a similar sense of animalisation or objectification: In this description, there are 02 modalisers/estrangers 'it looked as if, as if", 01 simile (looked like two ridges), and 01 nominalised simile; the noun phrase "the size of two electric bulbs" is rewritable into "as big as two electric bulbs", which compares the man's eyes to two electric bulbs. In addition, lexical items like "pit latrines", "rotting rubbish," and "big green blue flies" clearly give a denotation of putrefaction associated with the character being thus portrayed. The similar applies to the next robber painted. This description of K meedeeri wa Kanyuanjii, a loyalist, a former District Officer, now a Permanent Secretary, a big landlord and billionaire, is given by the Devil: Narratorial modality here operates through: 04 similes (mouth like the beak of the red-billed ox-pecker; neck like the skin of a hairy maggot; legs like giants banana stems; legs like those of someone suffering from elephantiasis;), 01 comparative of equality, which is also a simile (mouth as smooth as a new born baby's). As can be seen the same animal imagery (ox-pecker, maggot) or of disproportion or putrefaction (huge banana stems, elephantiasis) is resorted to here. Interestingly, Gatuiria's short description of the same character does dovetail with that of the Devi above, as he says: (12) "Kimeedeeri wa Kanyuanjii was certainly there, but it was difficult to tell whether he was a human being or a fat, hairy worm with a beak" (p.196). Another robber is named Fathog Macura wa Kimeengemeenge (the bolded name means "Gros Cochon" in French), is described thus: (13) "His belly was so huge that it almost bulged over his knees " (p.122 , as if) , which marks the observer's externality to that which is observed and the speculative nature of his/her observation.
Overall, almost all the followers of the Devil/capitalism (G-7 members and loyalists) are painted through animal and object imagery by means of comparison (simile and metaphor) and other modalisers/estrangers/weakeners. This means that the observer sees capitalism and loyalism in terms of animalism/animosity/devilishness/ugliness, while patriotism is viewed in terms of humanism/beauty, as section (3.2.) will shortly show. Indeed, there is some image/symbol of parasitism and uglification associated with capitalism, as can be seen in this comment by a character, softened by a modalised narratorial comment: (15) "fleas, jiggers, bedbugs…are there more of those in Ilmorog's slums than the human parasites we have left behind in the cave?" Gatuiria asked slowly, as if he were talking to himself" (p.131). Similarly, the heroine sees Gatuiria's father, a business tycoon who has spoilt her life and whom she has just gunned down out of revenge, as a multidimensional parasite: (16) "There kneels a jigger, a louse, a weevil, a flea, a bedbug! He is mistletoe, a parasite that lives on the trees of other people's lives!" (p.254). This may be the tour de force of the writer's indirect use of animal images through characters' speeches to criticise, not only the unproductiveness of capitalism, but also of its parasitism. Indeed, the heroine has resorted to a 7-degree gradualist metaphor to judge the capitalists, represented by Githahi: jigger, louse, weevil, flea, bedbug, mistletoe, and parasite. In this judgement, there also are two exclamations (!,!), which, in this context, express the speaker's degree of anger and indignation towards her oppressor. Moreover, the narrator's comments on her actions during this judgement give her a lot of authority over her destroyer and they can hardly be passed out without ideological coloration. Indeed, those comments contain 03 positively-oriented similes in which the lady is likened to a judge, a symbol of authority: In (20) below, stink and putrefaction cognates like 'smelled, the fart of a badger, rotten beans, over-ripe bananas, nausea' help to hint to the collective rottenness of the robbers. Moreover, while the negative comparative 'worse than' points to the character's negative judgement and indignation at the foul breath of the robbers, the modalisers 'like, as if' denote the subjectivity of the narrator's interpretation of her actions.
Authority and Characterisation of the Proletarians and Patriots.
While the capitalists are distastefully or animalistically painted, it can be noticed that the characterisation of the patriots (War nga, a worker, a mechanical engineer; M turi, the worker-delegate; Wangari, the peasant woman and former Mau Mau; War nga's mother, a former Mau Mau-detainee; the unnamed students' leader, etc) is much more admirable both lexically and modally. Let us consider these three depictions of the heroine War nga: The modal activity here is illustrated through 02 generic or proverbial sentences; 03 similes (body like the guineafowl, eyes like stars at night, breasts like two ripe fruits in a breeze), 02 comparatives of equality, which are also similes (not as white as; as smooth as); 01 nominalised simile (i.e., the colour of the moleskin= as brown as a moleskin) and 01 metaphor (body = feast for the eyes); 05 modulators expressing inclination (would ….fall silent; would cover, would …tease, would never appreciate, would have liked), and 04 modalisers expressing frequency (seldom, sometimes, often, never). It must be noted that in the first and third paragraphs of the quote above, the narrator depicts how the heroine sees herself in relation to others that she apes while in the second one; it is how she naturally appears that is exposed. The comment "in covetous pursuit of the beauty of other selves" and the two proverbs are enough to grasp the narrator's negative judgement on an attempt to see and change oneself by comparison with others. For reminder, the use of proverbial sentences, according to Fowler (1986) , "makes the reader bound to suspect the objectivity of someone who is so self-conscious, so confident and considered in his judgements (p.137). The same applies for the negative images in paragraphs 1 and 3, and the positive ones in 2. The change in Wariinga's physical appearance as she stops comparing herself to others is clearly brought to light by the Devil, the Exploiter, the Liar, the Grabber, the Tempter, the Judge, in (22) below: " (p.192) The third sentence of the quote, an if-clause N°3, is enough to show the Devil's reproachful tenor to the young lady. Further modality is expressed through 04 comparatives of superiority (smoother than, more tender than, brighter than, riper than), 03 intensifiers (so black …that, so soft …that, so smooth that), and 01 simile (cheeks … like two fruits). As can be seen, the reproachful tone set in the second sentence of quote (22) has yielded to one of admiration, praise and superiority, as the comparatives, the intensifiers and the metaphor, which act as modulators or strengtheners (McCornell-Ginet. et al., 1980; Coates, 1986) , show War nga in a more positive light when she has stopped skinbleaching and dressing to please others or to look like them. This narratorial description of the heroine is much match with the Devil's as the critical tenor noticed in part of (22) (p.242) This is an over-praise of the beauty of a woman who has given up skin-bleaching and modern European clothes to keep to traditional dressing on her natural skin. Even though no comparison has been resorted to here as in earlier descriptions (21, 22), phrases like "beads, which sat beautifully on her breasts," "the child of Beauty," "mother of all beauties," and "elegance and beauty" clearly show a description couched in highly hyperbolic terms. However, the modaliser/estranger 'appeared' leads the reader into thinking of an entirely external observer, the intensive process clause "Her hair was smooth, soft" -as opposed to "her hair looked smooth, soft" -does give the impression that the observer has been so close as to touch the hair being described. As it turns out, the observer here is Gatuiria, War nga's fiancé. The reaction of other characters however gives a good degree of objectivity to both the narrator's and Gatuiria's description of the lady's beauty: Just as in (23) earlier, words like "lasciviously", and "deter to" in (25) are good indicators of the irrefutability of the beauty in question. Moreover, there is 01 modulator/strengthener "really" used in a marked position and 04 exclamatives "oh,!,!,!" that give greater authority to the comments being made.
The physical description of Wariinga's mother, a farming woman and Mau Mau detainee, reinforces the aboveportrayal of War nga as "the child of Beauty," and "mother of all beauties "(23), and is of one the most admirably given in the novel: (26) "She is elderly, but she is one of those people who never seem to age. Her white-and-black flowered frock, though a little faded, fits her well" (p.234). The observer's modality is expressed through the modal locution "never seem", which is actually demodalised to become modulated because of the effect of the strengthener "never" on the modaliser "seem." In addition, the narrator's resort to the simple present tense to describe this character gives her some agelessness or beauty and strength that defy the passage of time. The character most attractively/positively portrayed through other characters is Wangari, a woman farmer, and a former Mau Mau, who has got so much involved in the struggle that she has not had her ears pierced. In this section ( [(p.196 ) 'Oh you should…. enough for me!' (p.199)], where Wangari's story is told by Gatu ria, a young intellectual and research fellow who has given up his father's wealth to study and compose music that tells the struggle story of the people, one can identify these comments, which are all in the exclamative mood to show the narrator's admiration/praise of the woman: 'Wangar , heroine of our land!' Gatu ria said again, slowly" (p.198) .
The narrator Gatuiria's modal activity in these sequences is signalled by 08 exclamatives (oh, !, oh, !, oh, yes, !!, !) ; .05 modalisers or estrangers (it was as if, it looked as if, it looked as if, it was as if, as if), 02 of which are doubled (looked+ as if); 04 metaphors (eyes= flames of fire, voice=power and authority of a judge; words= electric power, voice= no fear), and 01 simile (chains …like necklace of courage). However, it must be noted that the modalised comment (30) does not come from Gatu ria but from the main narrator. This narrator clearly agrees with Gatu ria's portrayal of Wangar , as can be seen in this italicised comment on Wangar 's justification of her un-pierced ears:
country! -all Wangaris, heroines of our land!" (p.127) Here, too, one can notice the use of 02 exclamative marks (!), which puts the worker delegate in much the same tenor relationship with the young research fellow regarding Wangari. The description of the unnamed student leader cannot arouse some admiration from the reader: The description of the robbers' flight from the attacking masses is given with so many tenor clues that it cannot be viewed as ideologically neutral: 'pp.207-8) The modal activity in this quote is marked by 05 similes (like, like, like, like, like) . It must be noted in these comparisons that the thieves are likened to animals and things (hippos, pregnant spiders, arrows) and their sweating to a heavy downpour and are portrayed as being fearful, the people are assimilated with strength as they are shown as "a thousand angry lions." The fear-power contrast is strengthened by the estranger "as if" in the last sentence, which shows not only the externality of the observer but also subjectivity of his observation. The next section recapitulates the major findings of the research and attempts an interpretation for them.
Recapitulation and Interpretation of the Findings.
The table below summarises the findings. The first column gives the number of the quote, the second the compared entity, next the item it is compared with, and then the modal locutions used. In the last column entitled "authority", the symbol "+" shows that the modal locution expresses "modulation/authority/certainty/confidence" while "-" signals "modalisation/lack of authority/uncertainty/lack of confidence). It must be remarked that the heroine Wariinga's portrayal is divided into two phases: 'Wariinga 1' when she has been used to bleaching her skin and getting dressed to look like other people and 'Wariinga 2' when she becomes her own self. In the first stage, the narrator is found to adapt a critical tenor toward her while in the second one; this has yielded to more admirable, prideful, and praise-singing, even hyperbolic tenor. "-" "-" "-"
As can be seen from the table, there are about 95 locutions of modalisation (66.43%) and 48 of modulation (33.57 %) over a total of 143 indicators of modality identified. This means that the discourse is almost twice less authoritarian/confident/powerful than it is authoritarian/confident/powerful. This intensive use of modalisation can be accounted for by the fact that the main narrator is a subjective one that speaks in 'I', as opposed to an omniscient-one or a collective "we" one, as in Petals of Blood (1977) (Amoussou, 2011) , and most of the descriptions analysed are narrated from the focalisation of individual characters, mainly Gatu ria and Wariinga. However, while most cases of modalisation (53/93:57%) are found in the characterisation of capitalists, almost all cases of modulation (46/47: 98%) are found in that of proletarians. As modalisation is a mark of estrangement or exteriority, this percentage indicates that the narrators have marked their ideological distance from the robbers through the resort to this aspect of modality. Likewise, modulation is synonymous with confidence/objectivity/ authority, and its highest degree of use regarding proletarians certainly helps to mark the narrator's proximity and certainty about whatever is said about this group. Moreover, most of the modulated comments operate through the exclamative mood. It must be remembered that this mood is the one par excellence to express the emotional status of the speaker or writer in terms of bewilderment, surprise, disgust, concern, anxiety, happiness, admiration etc (Halliday, 1985; 2004; Eggins, 1994; Fowler, 1986) . The intense use of this mood, on the positive pole, clearly shows not only the narrator's admirable portrayal of the characters concerned, but also his/her ideological siding with them.
Conclusion
4.
Above all, it can well be contended that authority, through modality, and ideology have greatly influenced characterisation in this novel. Indeed, almost all loyalists, i.e., supporters of western imperialism and capitalism, are painted with animal imagery and the narratorial modality in their portrayal takes place almost exclusively through estrangers, indicators of exteriority to, or distance from, and uncertainty about what or who is depicted. On the other pole, the proletarians or patriots, who all have links with Mau Mau, are admirably painted in terms of positive concepts such as beauty, heroism, courage, wisdom, strength, power, authority, etc. The authoritarian modal activity, mainly through modulation and exclamation, is exclusively found in the portrayal of this group, which creates a closer and confident tenor between the narrators and these characters. However, the predominance of modalisation in the characterisation in this novel gives it a less aggressive and authoritarian tenor than Petals of Blood (1977) , which is described as a 'bomb shell' (Amoussou, 2011) . It must also be pointed out that the less authoritarian tenor is largely due to the choice of a subjective I-narrator and description of other characters through individual narrators who cannot but see and narrate the events from their personal, subjective point of view, without any pretension of omniscience
